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sulphates are decomposed, but arsenates and antimonates are stable at high temperatures and cause loss of silver in the fusion. To prevent their formation the ore should be roasted in a coke furnace, starting to heat it very gradually and admitting a limited supply of air. In all cases the roasting is nearly complete when the glow caused by stirring is shown only by a few specks of ore; the temperature may then be raised to a strong red heat without danger of fusion. The operation is complete when the ore remains of a uniform colour on stirring. Arsenates and antimonates may be in part removed by re-roasting with powdered charcoal in a covered dish.
James recommends1 that ores consisting chiefly of sulphide of antimony should be mixed with twice their weight of silica, and roasted at a very low temperature. The sand prevents the charge from u* balling/' 8ulman prefers 2 to mix the charge with carbon instead of sand. In roasting this mixture in a reducing atmosphere, some % or (J7 per cent, of the antimony is volatilised as sulphide at a fair red heat without loss of gold. 0. 0. Bannister3 suggests the addition of charcoal powder towards the end of the ordinary operation of roasting.
The fusion of roasted ores requires more charcoal powder than raw ores, the amount needed being sometimes as much as ,*> grammes per A.T. of ore. In general, roasting is to be deprecated, owing to the unavoidable loss by dusting. The results are usually lower than those obtained by other methods, and the operation requires the expenditure of much time and attention. It is useful as a second method in cases of special importance. .Before charging concentrate on to a roasting dish, it is advisable to sprinkle* sand over the dish to prevent fritted sulphides from adhering to it.
Cleaning (lie tilciy.— The slags of very rirh ores may retain enough gold to necessitate further treatment. The slag is roughly crushed and fused with I A.T. of litharge, 15 to 20 grains of charcoal and a little sodium carbonate, the same crucible being used again, or the slag mav be fused and a mixture of litharge and charcoal thrown on to its surface. If any regulus or speisn forms during the first fusion if. must be preserved with special care and re-fused, charcoal being reduced or omitted. The button of lead from the second fusion is cupelled with the first button, or alone; the slag from, the second fusion is almost always poor enough to he thrown awuv.
II. L, Suhnun points out ~ that it; is not necessary to pour and regrind the slag before "washing" it. Instead of this he uses a method similar to that adopted in "'cleaning" se.oriiicafion slag (see below, p. 510). When the crucible contents have fused and become, quite tranquil, he stirs in first a little more oxide of lead and then a pinch of carbon, and thus makes a quick " washing " form part of the ordinary operation.
The T'Ywt-lmwit of Manic- Own. The difficulty of roasting arsenical and antimomal ores, which has been discussed above*, p. •!!>!», may be avoided 4 by taking ore, I A.T.; red lead, .1,000 grains; sodium carbonate, 500 grains; potassium ferroeyunide, 550 grains, with u cover of salt, or borax. The button is scorified, together with the matte formed, before eupellatkm. E. A. Smith5 found this method unsatisfactory and recommends the
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